Evaluation of blocking and conditioned inhibition to a CS signaling a decrease in US intensity.
Two experiments employing a conditioned emotional response procedure with rats evaluated the associative tendencies acquired by a target CS when a compound of that stimulus and another CS was reinforced by a low-intensity US whereas the latter CS alone was reinforced by a higher intensity US. Experiment 1 involved a blocking sequence in which the element and compound trials occurred in successive phases, followed by eventual testing of the responding to the target CS alone. Less evidence of excitatory conditioning was observed than in a comparison group which had the element and compound paired with the same low-intensity US. Experiment 2 included contemporaneous differential reinforcement of the element and compound CSs and periodic summation tests in which the target CS was compounded with another independently trained CS. Clear evidence was obtained of the development of inhibitory tendencies by the target CS. The results are consistent with the predictions of the Rescorla-Wagner model and are discussed in relation to the several determining assumptions of the model.